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Abstract 
 
Glioblastoma multiforme is a highly lethal malignancy mainly due to the invasive growth of tumor 

cells. Therefore, understanding infiltrative behavior of cancer cells is of vital importance in the 

development of new treatments. Tumor growth and invasion are complex processes that depend 

on both cell intrinsic parameters and microenvironmental factors. The recently developed 

concept of Cancer Stem Cells (CSCs) sheds new light on these processes. Herein we describe the 

results of a mathematical model, revealing that the CSC model of malignancies has great 

implications for the invasive behavior of tumors. Furthermore, tumor growth directed by the CSC 

niche results in the same invasive phenotype. This indicates that the hierarchical organization of 

malignant clones, supported by microenvironment, is of pivotal importance when investigating 

tumor cell invasion.  
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Introduction 

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common primary brain tumor with significant 

morbidity and mortality. It consists of a main core mass and a rim of invasive tumor cells that 

widely disseminate into surrounding, normal brain tissue, decreasing in numbers towards the 

periphery and being detectable even several centimeters away from the main tumor lesion. This 

prevents curative surgery. Thus it is not surprising that GBM remained one of the greatest clinical 

challenges for decades largely due to its invasive phenotype. In most cases, tumor recurrence 

manifests within 2-3 centimeters of the resection cavity,  although lesions adjacent to the 

resection line or distant satellite tumor masses, located several centimeters away from the site of 

initial tumor presentation are also frequently found (1, 2). Tumor cells can migrate to such an 

extent that these nodular lesions can sometimes even be found in the contralateral hemisphere 

(3). The diffuse nature of this malignancy was already recognized several decades ago by 

neurosurgeons that performed extremely radical resection, hemispherectomy, and even this 

procedure failed to eradicate these tumors (4, 5).  

 

The invasion of GBM cells into the surrounding healthy tissue has been associated with distinct 

anatomical structures that enable it, namely blood vessels, myelinated axons and the 

subependyma (6). Small anaplastic cells were identified as the predominant invasive cell type (7). 

These cells exhibit an undifferentiated phenotype, have the motility to invade surrounding healthy 

tissue and the ability to proliferate into a clinically significant mass, indicative of their 

clonogenicity. According to 3H-thymidine uptake in vivo, these small cells display the highest 

labeling index and thus effectively contribute to tumor growth (8, 9). Furthermore, in 

transplantation models the number of these small cells increased with time or passage number 

suggesting their survival advantage compared to other tumor cell types (10-12). The 

predominance of these small cells has been reported in recurrent gliomas and has been attributed 

to selection of these clones by chemo and radio therapy. This is in line with the recently 

established cancer stem cell (CSC) hypothesis that proposes a hierarchical organization of tumor 

cells, in analogy to healthy tissues. CSCs, similar to normal stem cells, have the ability to self-renew 

and generate various differentiated tumor lineages (multilineage differentiation capacity). 

Importantly, they are the only fraction of tumor cells with the tumorigenic potential and the ability 

to generate tumors that mirror original malignancy in serial transplant assays (13, 14). Notably, 

GBMs often recur in nodular-like fashion suggesting that these have a clonal origin. Within the 

tumor, the GBM CSC fraction is primarily located adjacent to tumor vasculature that forms its 

niche and maintains the CSC pool (15). Moreover, CSCs have been seriously implicated in therapy 

resistance of GBM and its recurrence, as shown in vitro and in vivo (16). This correlates with the 

clinical data. Namely, radiation therapy is commonly used treatment for GBM and demonstrates 

significantly prolonged survival of patients over surgical treatment alone. Nevertheless, tumors 
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frequently recur regardless of the radiotherapy due to survival of small fraction of tumor cells. 

Considering current knowledge of cancer biology, these are potentially CSCs.  

 

In various tumors CSCs are found on the invasive edges of the tumor and show tendency to 

migrate (17-19). Even though a similar assumption was made for GBM, the real contribution of 

CSCs to tumor infiltration is still speculative and detailed experimental examination of this matter 

is posing a lot of challenges. In addition, it remains a matter of debate to what extend CSC 

functions are cell intrinsically regulated or subject to (micro-) environmental control (20, 21). 

Although the dynamics of cancers, including GBM, is being studied intensely, a lot of attempts to 

learn more about it fail due to its complexity. Therefore, there is an increasing tendency recently 

to use the mathematical models for this kind of research in order to study various aspects of 

tumor biology difficult to perform in commonly used experimental models.  

 

Here we apply computational modeling techniques to investigate the consequences of 

hierarchically organized cancer cell populations on solid tumor growth dynamics. Furthermore, 

we investigate the role of the vascular CSC niche on tumor growth characteristics. The classical 

view of tumor growth considers all cancer cells to contribute equally to tumor growth and 

explains heterogeneity of cancer cells with the continuous acquisition of additional genetic lesions 

due to competition for resources. In this paper we refer to this view of malignancies as the 

Classical model. Although this model greatly contributes to our understanding of malignancies, 

recent experimental evidence suggests an additional layer of complexity. As previously 

introduced, the heterogeneity present in tumors could, in part, be the result of the diversity in 

differentiation grade of genetically identical cells (22, 23). In GBM, cells with an immature 

phenotype expressing the cell surface marker AC133 are the cells that fuel tumor growth, have the 

exclusive capacities to self-renew, differentiate and transplant the malignancy into SCID mice, and 

are defined as CSCs (13). We describe that, strikingly, implementing the concept of CSCs in a 

mathematical tumor growth model directly results in a more invasive morphology. Furthermore, 

we find that highly invasive growth in tumors dependent on a small subset of cells is not restricted 

to CSC-driven tumors, but is also observed in tumors where the CSC capacity of tumor cells is 

completely defined by the microenvironment. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Stem Cellular Automaton (SCA) Model 

We developed a hybrid tumor growth model based on cellular automata (24) and partial 

differential equations. We refer to this model as the Stem Cellular Automaton (SCA) model. In the 

SCA model the individual cancer cell is the fundamental unit of the tumor, we simulate its 

proliferation, metabolism, migration, stemness and differentiation. 
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Implementing the CSC model of malignancies means to simulate cancer cells with different 

replicative potential within the tumor. For simplicity, we assume that in our model there are only 

two types of cells: cancer stem cells (CSCs) and differentiated cancer cells (DCCs). CSCs possess 

unlimited replicative potential and can either generate new CSCs (with a probability PS) or DCCs. 

DCCs can divide for a maximum of H generations before stopping to proliferate irreversibly. This 

method yields a hierarchy with CSCs at the top and DCCs at the bottom. We simulate the classical 

model of malignancies, in which all cells possess tumor growth-promoting capacities, by simply 

setting PS=1. In such situation all cells possess stem cell characteristics. With this method we have 

an intuitive way to compare the flat, classical tumor model with the hierarchically organized CSC 

model. Furthermore, in the SCA model CSC niche component is implemented as an interaction 

with the symmetrical division parameter PS. CSCs that do not reside close to niche 

structures/locations have a decreased PS value. In addition to the effects on self-renewal we also 

model the chemoattractive properties of the niche. The exact mathematical approach and 

detailed description of the parameters are described elsewhere (25, 26).    

 

Degree of Tumor Invasiveness  

Tumor invasion is responsible of roughness of the tumor surface, large inhomogeneities and 

fingering tumor fronts. As a simple measure of invasiveness in 2D, we consider a non-invasive 

tumor, being spherical, to have the minimum ratio between the perimeter P and the surface S. As 

the irregularity of the tumor borders increases with its invasiveness, such ratio increases as well. By 

comparing the P/S ratio of a tumor mass with the minimum ratio (the one of a perfect disk), we 

can measure the level of invasiveness of a solid malignancy. Hence, the Invasion Measure (IM)  

reads:  

 IM = P 4 π S   

A non-invasive, spherical tumor would have IM close to 1 (the closest to a disk or, in 3D, to a 

sphere) while a tumor with a highly irregular border, made by fingers and cluster of invasive cells, 

would display a high value of IM. For quantification of in vitro invasion the same measure was 

applied.  

 

In vitro experiments 

Cells were cultured according to standard protocol in DMEM, IMDM or MEM medium 

(Gibco/Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (BioWhittaker) and 5 mmol/L L-

glutamine (Invitrogen) and were kept in 2%, 5% or 10% CO2 conditions. Limiting dilution assay was 

performed by FACS deposition of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 cells in a 96 well plate (Corning). 

Clonogenicity was calculated using the limdil function in the ‘statmod’ software package 

(http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/limdil/). To determine the invasiveness cells were plated at 
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clonal density in Growth Factor Reduced Matrigel (BD Biosciences) and overlaid with medium. 

After 10 days, surface and perimeter of cellular structures were measured and an IM was 

calculated. Cell lines that did not form clear visible aggregates of cells but completely dispersed 

were excluded from analysis. 

 

Results 

Emergent Invasive Morphology  

Computational modeling allows the exploration of highly complex systems, such as tumor growth. 

In this study we have employed a computational tumor growth model to test the consequences of 

hierarchically organized clones on different areas of tumor biology, such as invasion. For 

simplicity, our model is based on the assumption that there are only two types of tumor cells: CSCs 

and DCCs. CSCs divide symmetrically with probability PS and asymmetrically with probability 1 - PS. 

Two new CSCs result from the former, a DCC and a CSC from the latter. CSCs possess unlimited 

replicative potential and self-renewal whereas DCCs can divide up to H times. We fix H=5 and vary 

PS to simulate different CSC frequencies. A CSC growth model has small PS values whereas for PS=1 

we simulate the classical model of malignancies. As suggested experimentally for CSCs, we have 

restricted migration to this fraction of cells (17-19). The applied computational modeling 

technique allows us to get more insight into the underlying dynamics of this aspect of cancer 

growth and progression that would be rather challenging in a conventional experimental 

biological setting. The exact mathematical approach and conditions are described elsewhere (25). 

Here we will highlight the findings based on this model.  

 

We first investigated how tumor growth dynamics change upon varying the CSC fraction within a 

modeled tumor. In the SCA model this corresponds to changing the parameter PS, which 

represents the fraction of symmetric divisions and is thus determining the fraction of clonogenic 

cells. For high values of PS, i.e. values close to 1, we expect to model the classical interpretation of 

tumors since all cell divisions are symmetric and all cells are therefore clonogenic. In contrast, low 

values of PS would limit the clonogenic fraction to a smaller subset and therefore represent the 

CSC model. We simulated the growth of tumors with PS=1, PS=0.1 and PS=0.03. 

 

Figure 1A shows the fraction of CSCs on the total amount of tumor cells for different values for PS. 

The selected PS values correspond to CSCs populations comprising roughly 100%, 1% or 0.1% of 

the total tumor volume and therefore cover mainly the CSCs fractions observed in a variety of 

solid malignancies (27). In the CSC model (PS=0.1 and PS=0.03) small (early) lesions have relatively  

high fractions of CSCs while this number decreases and tends to stabilize when the tumor 

progresses (Figure 1A). This observation is supported by in vivo studies that find increased 

numbers of CSC marker bearing cells in micro-metastases compared to larger tumors (28). This  
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Figure 1. Emergent Invasive Behavior in the CSC Model 
(A) Different PS values result in different CSC fractions. (B) Growth curves for different PS values. (C) Quantitative 
measure for invasiveness shows increasing invasive behavior with declining PS. See methods for details. (A-C) Error 
bars represent standard deviation, n=16. (D) Hierarchical organization in the SCA model affects tumor morphology. 
Depicted are tumors for different values of self-renewal probability (PS) and different volumes. Dark blue: cells which 
have divided within the last 48 hours (depicted larger); Light blue: non-dividing cells; Brown: necrotic center. The 
rightmost column shows localization of CSCs in the tumor mass. Grey: tumor mass; Red: CSCs (depicted larger). In all 

the figures 6×6 mm of tissue is represented.  
 
 

indicates that even with fixed self-renewal rates (PS) this phenomenon is intrinsic to lesions 

initiated by a single CSC although environmental factors influencing self-renewal frequencies are 

also likely to contribute. Tumor growth curves for various PS values all display the classical 

Gompertzian-like growth kinetics. However, as expected with equal cell cycle durations the self-

renewal rates of the stem cell fraction influences proliferation rate greatly, hence low self-renewal 

rates (small PS) correspond to slow tumor growth (Figure 1B). Interestingly, the decrease in 

accumulation of tumor volume is accompanied by a stabilization of the fraction of CSCs 

suggesting an intimate relationship between these two processes. 
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Spatially, all experiments display a three layers structure consisting of an external proliferative 

area, an inner senescent layer, and a necrotic core. However, tumor morphologies for different PS 

values are remarkably dissimilar (Figure 1D). For PS=1, where there is no hierarchy, a symmetrical, 

sphere-like tumor morphology is generated that closely resembles previous mathematical tumor 

growth models (29, 30). In contrast, the shape of the tumors generated with low PS values is highly 

irregular (especially PS=0.03). CSC driven tumors yield highly invasive morphology with fingering 

fronts and clusters of cancer cells beyond the tumor margin, driven by the mobility and the 

exclusive proliferative properties of CSCs.  

From Figure 1C it is evident how hierarchically organized tumors (PS=0.03 and PS=0.1) generate a 

higher degree of invasiveness, compared to tumors in the classical model (PS=1). It is important to 

note that the intrinsic properties of the cells in the classical tumor and the stem cells in the CSC 

driven tumor are completely identical.  

 

In Vivo and In Vitro Validation 

Magnification of a tumor border in a CSC fueled tumor growth model (PS=0.03), demonstrates 

how CSCs migrate beyond the margins of the tumor mass. CSCs colonize the surrounding tissue 

and expand locally forming small satellites that grow back into, and are engulfed by, the main 

tumor mass (Figure 2A). These results are paralleled by recent findings in a different model system 

were high migration levels in a small subset of cells give rise to small proliferating extra-tumoral 

lesions and therefore tumors are ‘conglomerates of self-metastasis’ as the authors propose (31).  

In an endeavor to validate these observations from our computational model we investigated 

human tumor specimens. Close examination of the histology of different highly diverse human 

malignancies, including GBM, displayed a relatively confined large tumor mass with clearly 

detached tumor cells forming small lesions in the surrounding normal tissue (Figure 2B). This 

exemplifies that human tumor histology contains indications of a stepwise infiltration and 

colonization of the surrounding tissue as our model predicts would follow from a hierarchical 

organized malignancy. Next we attempted to determine the relationship between CSC fraction 

and invasive properties, as predicted by the model, using in vitro cell culture (Figures 2C, S1-S2). 

We first determined the clonogenicity of a set of cell lines derived from different tumor types 

(n=24) as a surrogate for their CSC fraction. Additionally, we quantified the invasive properties of 

clonally derived structures with our measure of irregular morphology (IM) both on adherent 

plates and in matrigel for all these lines. A significant inverse relationship between clonogenic 

fraction and the invasive properties of these lines exists (Figure 2C). This implicates that tumor 

structures driven by a small fraction of clonogenic cells tend to generate a more irregular and 

invasive morphology, a finding that corroborates the predictions of our model.  
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Figure 2. Invasive 

Behavior in silico, in 

vivo and in vitro (A) 

Close-up of tumor 

border showing 

invasive behavior 

for PS=0.03. CSCs 

(red) infiltrate 

surrounding tissue 

and spin-off DCCs 

that proliferate 

(dark blue). Small 

satellites are 

formed in the 

surrounding 

normal tissue 

(white) and grow 

back to and are 

engulfed by the 

main tumor mass. 

Non-dividing cells 

are depicted in 

light blue. (B) 

Representative 

figures of various 

malignancies. All 

images reveal 

island like 

formation at the 

rim of the main 

tumor mass (T). 

These findings are 

in line with tumor 

expansion as 

predicted by the 

SCA model that 

implements a CSC 

hierarchy. (C) Cell lines (n=24) have been plated at clonal density in matrigel. Simultaneously the clonogenic fraction 

of the lines has been determined by limiting dilution analysis. A significant (p=0.02) inverse relationship exists 

between clonogenicity and invasion as quantified by the measure of invasiveness we defined. Two examples of GBM 

cell lines are shown and invasiveness (IM) and clonogenicity are indicated (right). See Figures S1-S2 for details.  

 

Combined, we take this as evidence that the SCA model based on the CSC concept closely 

resembles tumor growth patterns and morphology. 

A 

Day 0 

Day 12 Day 16 Day 20 

Day 8 Day 4 
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CSC Niche Directed Tumor Growth 

Using the CSC-driven modeling we have so far shown how hierarchically-organized malignancies, 

containing a small population of CSCs, display highly invasive behavior as compared to non-

hierarchical organized, classical tumors. Within this model we assumed that the CSC phenotype is 

a completely cell intrinsic feature and purely dependent on stochastically regulated symmetrical 

divisions (Figure 1). However, important novel data indicates that the CSC phenotype is as well 

dependent on microenvironmental interactions (15, 32). This sparks the question whether the 

invasive growth dynamics we observe in the CSC model are unique for tumor growth driven by 

intrinsically regulated CSCs or whether it is a more universal phenomenon for tumors that are 

dependent on a rare subset of cells for tumor growth. Thus, we focus on the comparison between 

the niche model and the intrinsic model of CSC growth, where no niche is present. The exact 

mathematical approach and conditions are described elsewhere (26). 

In order to model the self-renewal promoting properties of the niche, we assume that the self-

renewal probability PS of CSCs is proportional to the niche level present in the grid cell where they 

are located. Hence, CSCs that reside within locations with high CSC niche levels would more likely 

self-renew. The results of the experiment with a CSC niche are illustrated in Figure 3A, with PS = 

0.03. We observe an invasive morphology with the CSCs closely localized to areas with high niche 

values. The detailed analysis of modeling CSC niche directed tumor growth is described elsewhere 

(26).  

 

 

Figure 3. CSC Niche Driven Tumor Growth  

(A) Top row depicts 0,1% niche distribution. Middle 

row shows tumor mass in light blue and proliferative 

cells in dark blue. Brown represents necrotic core. 

Bottom row shows outline of niche regions and 

reveals co-localization of CSCs with high niche values. 

Grey: tumor mass; Red: CSCs, lines represent niche 

outline (PS=0.03). (B) Tumor growth simulated on top 

of a niche distribution that resembles a vascular 

structure clearly develops an invasive morphology 

that follows the underlying niche structure as 

observed in aggressive brain tumors. Parameters are 

equal to previous experiment.  

 

 

From Figure 3A it is evident that the tumor 

shape is directed by the niche distribution as 

the tumor morphology tends to follow the 

underlying niche structure, with CSCs located in niche region. To further verify this in a more 

A 
0.1% niche 

niche 

tumor 
growth 

CSC 
niche 

B 
vascular niche 
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realistic setting we initiated a modeling experiment in which we use a niche layout representing a 

small vascular system (Figure 3B). This experiment is of special interest for GBM as it was reported 

that vascular endothelial cells are implicated in CSC self-renewal and attraction of CSC (15, 33). In 

this scenario we assume the CSC symmetrical division rate to be coupled to the niche 

concentration and CSCs to migrate upwards to the niche concentration gradient as proposed for 

GBM (15). In this experiment we observe co-localization of the CSCs with the niche rich areas, and 

evidently the tumor shape follows the vasculature (Figure 3B). However, strikingly also in this 

niche-induced model the tumor shows an irregularly shaped morphology. Therefore, 

morphologically, the intrinsic and extrinsic CSC models yield similar results (Figure 3). Also the 

degree of invasiveness that we determined is relatively unaltered (data not shown). Note that in 

this analysis we did not take into account the metabolic effects the vasculature might have on 

tumor cell functions. Here we observe that those qualities are capable of orchestrating invasive 

patterns and therefore might provide an alternative explanation why in vivo GBM cells appear to 

infiltrate along vessel structures.  

 

Discussion 

CSC Driven Tumor Growth 

Despite advances in GBM treatment, little progress has been made in improving the survival of the 

patients suffering from this disease. After surgical resection remaining infiltrating tumor cells 

considerably contribute to the tumor recurrence and mortality of the patients. Notably, even in 

the absence of massive tumor load, a number of GBM patients die due to neurological 

deterioration, suggesting that infiltrating portion of the tumor significantly contributes to the 

poor outcome of the patients (34). Thus, successful therapy would have to target infiltrative 

portion of the tumor, in addition to the main tumor mass and for this reason more knowledge has 

to be obtained about the infiltrative behavior of GBM. CSCs have been implicated in numerous 

aspects of tumor biology, including invasiveness. Here we use a mathematical model to 

investigate how a hierarchically organized cancer cells, with CSC fraction at the apex, affect the 

fundamental properties of solid malignancies, such as invasiveness and how a CSC niche influences 

the development of an invasive phenotype. 

Crossing tissue boundaries is the first step in the process of tumor invasion and therefore of 

special interest. Here, we report how in the SCA model invasion directly emerges from the 

hierarchical organization of malignant clones, i.e. in a setting where not all cells are capable of 

unlimited replicative potential and migration. As we describe in this study the fraction of CSCs 

determines the extent of the invasive morphology of the tumor. The SCA model provides 

evidence for the notion that a heterogeneous proliferative potential of cells in a malignancy 

induces apparent invasive tumor growth. The microscopic invasion we observe in our model is 

clearly in line with histo-pathological findings, which show that the margin of most tumors, 
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including GBM, is not a defined border between normal and cancerous tissue, but much more a 

heterogeneous zone of invading cells that first form islands that grow out and then are 

incorporated back into the main tumor mass (Figure 2). Furthermore, we expand these initial 

results by demonstrating that these growth dynamics are not exclusive for an intrinsic hierarchical 

model, but also apparent in a setting were CSC functions are installed by a CSC niche. This again 

demonstrates that tumor growth is not the frontal marching up of tumor cells as it is often 

depicted and assumed in prior models, but develops from the continuous outgrowth of migrating 

clonogenic tumor cells in the surrounding tissue and is likely to be supported by a niche.  

 

Experimental Validation and Future Directions 

The model presented provides a range of predictions and implications regarding CSC-fuelled 

tumor growth that can be tested and exploited to investigate the properties of hierarchical 

organized malignancies. Here we report that clonogenicity of cell lines is connected with invasive 

properties of these lines in vitro as suggested by our model. In future research it would be 

interesting to expand this finding to human tumor specimens or in established CSC lines in which 

the CSC fraction can be manipulated.  

The current version of the SCA model clearly demonstrates the dynamics of CSC-driven tumor 

growth and its consequences for tumor morphology. However, further research efforts will 

undoubtedly lead to increased insight into the nature of the hierarchical organization of tumor 

cells. If so, the SCA model can be easily adapted to implement potential new information and 

subsequently come to even more accurate description of tumor growth.  

Importantly, from the current formulation of the SCA model we conclude that hierarchical 

organization of malignancies significantly contributes to invasive morphology of tumors and is 

therefore a crucial issue for better understanding tumor biology and to improve current anti-

cancer treatments.         
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Figure S1. In vitro validation; 

matrigel cultures: Cells from 

various cell lines have been mixed 

with growth factor reduced  

matrigel at clonal density and 

overlaid with medium. At day 10 

pictures have been taken and 

invasion/irregularity was 

quantified as described in material 

and method section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S2. In vitro validation: limiting dilution assay : Cells from various cell lines have been deposited by FACS in a 

limiting  dilution fashion. 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 cells have been sorted in  a 96 well plate. Limiting dilution 

calculation has been performed using the limdil function of the ‘statmod’ software package  

(http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/limdil/). Error bars represent 95% CI. 
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